FIELD RULES
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GOGGLES on at all times outside of staging area, if caught taking off or breaking seal, done for
the day NO REFUND.
If your goggle comes off during play, lay on the ground with your hands over your head and yell
seize fire.
BARREL SOCKS on at all times in staging area and when off field. If caught without sock on gun
done for the day NO REFUND. Please secure all barrel socks to gun so they cannot be shot off.
No shooting in staging area!
Good hit is any mark of paint the size of a quarter or larger anywhere on person or equipment.
Once you say "hit" or "out" you are out.
Once you are dead put your barrel sock on and leave the field where you entered.
Surrender rule - if you can sneak up on a player within 10 ft ask them to surrender, they don't
have to but ask them, if they don't call themselves out - shoot them.
Barrel tags - if a player tags you with a barrel and says "Barrel Tag You're Out" you are out no
questions.
Paint checks - call for ref if you are not sure if it is a good hit or you can't see where you are
shot.
NO BLIND FIRING, you must be able to see what you are shooting at all times.
No climbing over any structures - one foot must remain on ground at all times unless it is a
stairway, no jumping out of windows on the 2nd and 3rd floors.
No knives or tools allowed on field.
No physical contact.
Boundaries - must stay within the roped off boundaries - once you step outside the boundaries
you are out and cannot go back in.
Dead men don't talk - once you are hit the only thing you can say is "Hit", "out" or "Dead Man
Walking".
No moving of anything on the field.
Do not lift the netting to exit the field. Exit the field at designated entry points.
No cheating! No wiping of hits, No playing on after being hit.
Anyone caught cheating will get one warning an set out one game. You get caught again your
done playing for the day and no refund.
No profanity - No name calling.
Sherwoods Paint ONLY!! Anyone caught using off field paint will be made to dump it out and
purchase our paint. If they are caught a 2nd time they are done for the day, no refund.
Field velocity - 280 ft per sec.
No alcohol before or during game, once gear is turned in you're allowed to drink if of age and in
kuzie or cup. If caught drinking while playing you will not be allowed to play on and no refund.
No drugs allowed at all.
No fire arms on field.
Game starts and stops on whistle. If you hear a continuous whistle put barrel socks on and stay
where you are until you hear "all clear" and whistle blow again.
REFS HAVE FINAL SAY. NO ARGUMENTS!!
IF CAUGHT VANDALISING THE PROPERTY IN ANY WAY YOU WILL BE PERMANETLY BANNED
FROM THE FIELD. NO EXCEPTIONS.

Thank you management.

